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✧
Overall Theme for This Course

= Living Your Psychic (Soul) Life =
Daily Tools and Practices
✧
07/08/2021 Thursday 19.00 - 22.00 Central European / 10 AM - 1 PM Pacific / 1 PM - 4
PM Eastern
Class 1 - Working with Your Chakras: Taking Care of Your Psychic Energy, Awareness, and
Abilities
09/02/2021 Thursday 19.00 - 22.00 Central European / 10 AM - 1 PM Pacific / 1 PM - 4
PM Eastern
Class 2 - Psychic Mock-Ups: Creating New Solutions in Your Life

Dear Friends and Awakening Souls,
It is a beautiful morning here. The three picture windows of my second-floor study frame
the luxuriant fronds of a California date palm tree and Mother Nature’s 250-year-old
masterpiece of a blue oak. They stretch themselves into the limitless cerulean sky: Spring
calling upon Summer to get ready to take over. Today, Summer is definitely up to the
challenge—the thermometer will hit 40 degrees Celsius.

Rain or shine, however, Life goes on. Life is eternal, whereas the world is transient and
continuously changing. Within the never-changing eternity of Life, we discover all, and
we shape the world by how we choose to live that everlasting life here in this everchanging world. Today the world is undergoing a major renovation. And each of us must
still cast our vote on its new design.
If we were to follow the news about what is going on in the world, we would find that
much of the world is at war. Not only are countries fighting against other countries, but
the war rages on between people’s polarized expressions of their many needs and desires.
One person needing a greater sense of safety desires to carry a loaded gun to protect
himself, whereas another’s same need compels him to demand unilateral disarmament.
For one person, living in peace means to be left alone by everyone else, yet another seeks
the peace that comes from belonging in a community. Some of us may feel that water,
essential for all life, is Nature’s gift to all of us and doesn’t belong to anyone. Others of us
may decide that, because it is essential for all life, someone has to control its production
and distribution for our continued survival. Still others may choose to believe that,
because of its abundance, they may use it to fulfill their own selfish desires. Yet, it is not
anyone’s needs or desires that bring about war. We declare war when we fall prey to the
fear that we will lose what we need or want. But the good news—if there is one—about
any war is that a war is always of the past. To end a war, we need to be in the present to
create anew.
What kind of world would you like to live in today? What new design would you vote for?
To create a new world without wars, we must first declare a cease-fire within our own
being. Each time you see yourself in the light of truth, you will forgive yourself for what
you had previously blamed yourself. Each time you forgive yourself, you bring yourself to
the present. In the present, there is no war. The more you cease fighting against your true
self, the more you will experience the freedom, love, and joy that life is. You will live
more of the eternal, unchanging life in an ever-changing world. You will own your divine
heritage as the light of the world and, as you do, you will cast your vote on the new
design for this world.
To help you in your fulfillment of your soul purpose in this world, we’ve been planning an
ongoing course of Zoom classes for our German and English-speaking friends and
awakening souls. Now, with the help of Wolfgang and Marianne Jaeger of Im Licht in
Zürich, we can offer our first two classes in this course before our October Remote Online
“Swiss Retreat” Seminar. Although these ongoing classes have the overall theme of Living

Your Psychic (Soul) Life: Daily Tools and Practices, you may choose to register for one,
all, or any combination of classes that you are interested in participating in.
We’re looking forward to seeing your bright faces and energy on Zoom for these classes
soon!
With gratitude, love, and celebration of your psychic life!
Michael
Upcoming Class Descriptions:
July 8, 2021 - Thursday 19.00 - 22.00 Central European (US Time 10 AM - 1 PM PDT/ 1 PM - 4 PM EDT)
Class 1 - Working with Your Chakras: Taking Care of Your Psychic Energy, Awareness, and
Abilities
All healing, both personal and global, begins within you. Your chakras are energy centers
of awareness, abilities, and information. They are the gateways through which you
perceive the world around you as well as express your creativity. By learning to take care
of and use your chakras properly, you expand your awareness, increase your wellness,
express your creativity, and enrich your psychic life. In this class, you will learn about
what chakras are, where they are, what they do, how they affect your life, how to use
them, and what you can do to maintain them in optimal condition for your psychic well
being and fulfillment.
September 2, 2021 - Thursday 19.00 - 22.00 Central European (US Time 10 AM - 1 PM PDT/ 1 PM - 4 PM EDT)
Class 2 - Psychic Mock-Ups: Creating New Solutions in Your Life
Architects and engineers often make a mock-up or a scaled-down replica of a building or
machine that they are designing before they build the actual structure. Creative people
might put together vision boards with selected images and ideas to represent the dreams
they intend to realize in the world. Psychic mock-ups serve a similar purpose for those
who seek to access and use much more of their innate soul creative power to manifest
innovative solutions in their lives, which we might call “miracles”. In fact, they make up a
form of prayer. In this class, you will learn about psychic mock-ups and how to create
them to bring about radically new solutions you need in your life.

